Security Advisory Report - OBSO-1401-02

Informational - Expiry of Default Root CA Certificate in OpenScape Solutions

Summary

On Feb 24, 2014 the default root CA certificate that is part of every initial installation of OpenScape Solution (V4 R1, V5, V6, V7 R1) reaches its end of validity.

TLS (Transport Layer Security) connections in test and demo installations of OpenScape Solution using the default root CA certificate will fail after that date. Detailed instructions are available to verify if a particular production system is affected.

Vulnerability Details

Starting Feb 24, 2014 TLS connections between different systems in an OpenScape Solution (such as SIP-TLS or https) will fail if they still rely on the default root CA certificate.

The default root CA certificate as delivered by OpenScape products is identical for all systems world-wide and should only be used for easy setup of test and demo installations. In production systems customer-individual certificates must be used instead.

However, there is evidence that the default certificates were not replaced in various customer installations; affected customers - where known - are already informed and appropriate configuration changes being made.

A comprehensive guide is available to verify if a particular customer deployment is affected. Customers without their own PKI / certificate management in place may consider the use of a new OpenScape Voice Method of Procedure (MOP) to establish a customer-specific solution. The MOP will be released for:

- V7 R1: MOP Q3031
- V6: MOP Q3030
- V5, V4 R1: in work

Affected Products

- All products in OpenScape solutions where TLS for SIP and/or for other connections (e.g. https or other TLS-protected communication links such as from OpenScape Mobile) is enabled and no individual certificate management is in place.

Recommended Actions

We recommend customers to review their installed base as soon as possible to ensure that no TLS links (e.g. TLS-SIP, https) are still relying on the certificate hierarchy that is delivered by default with every version of the OpenScape solution.

Turning off TLS (i.e. configuring SIP-TCP instead of SIP-TLS, http instead of https etc.) is not recommended as this would further downgrade the security posture of your solution, and is even not possible for certain solution elements (for example for the OpenScape Mobile single sign-on to OpenScape Voice and UC).

The service information listed in the references section provides all details regarding

- how to determine if a particular Voice/UC installation is affected
- how to migrate to a customer-specific certificate hierarchy

In OpenScape solutions, where the expiring default root CA certificate is not used or where TLS-based communication links are not used at all, nothing needs to be done.

In case of any questions contact your Service representative at Unity.
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